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revenue earned from 10 percent to 25 percent for ineligible security
underwriting, have already encouraged several banks to seek au-
thorization either to establish a Section 20 firm, or to expand the
authorization for existing Section 20's.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, ABASA appreciates the opportu-
nity to appear before the Subcommittee to discuss the Board's re-
cent proposal to modify its firewall provisions applicable to Section
20's. While ABASA is hopeful that the modifications, when adopt-
ed, will encourage other bank holding company firms to establish
Section 20 underwriting firms, these modifications are only a first
step toward comprehensive reform of our financial system. ABASA
encourages the Subcommittee and its Members to work with all
appropriate parties in order to enact meaningful financial reform
legislation. We stand ready to work with you and other Members
of your Subcommittee.

Once again, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you, Mr. Roberts.
Mr. Calomiris.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. CALOMIRIS
PAUL M. MONTRONE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE AND

ECONOMICS, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Mr. CALOMIRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to appear here today. Let me briefly summarize

my written testimony.
The last decade has seen dramatic and beneficial bank deregula-

tion, especially the relaxation of geographical and activity limita-
tions on bank holding companies.

Deregulation has sparked little controversy among scholars of
banking or banking history. There is a remarkable degree of agree-
ment among these scholars, supported by an extensive body of re-
search, that historical limits on bank locations and activities have
served no legitimate economic purpose. Rather, these costly limits,
especially the separation of commercial and investment banking in
1933, are artifacts of specific historical political battles in which
facts and economic logic have often taken a backseat to populist
passions or special interest politics.

Competitive pressure, especially the loss of U.S. banks' domestic
and international market shares in the 1980's, helped to push the
Federal Reserve Board in 1987, and subsequently to use its author-
ity to relax restrictions on bank underwriting activities. Initially,
the Fed proceeded with extreme caution. It allowed very limited
underwriting of private debt, and later equity, but attached to
those activities a host of firewalls intended to prevent the transfer
of loss from a Section 20 underwriting affiliate to a chartered bank,
and to prevent dishonest business practices.

The first goal reflected a legitimate concern. The Fed correctly
worried about the abuse of deposit insurance and the discount win-
dow—the possibility of Government subsidization of risk in new
activities. The second goal reflected unsubstantiated and misguided
concerns, which the Fed has subsequently learned about.

Experience has proven that accusations about dishonest behavior
resulting from combining commercial and investment banking his-
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torically were unfounded, and that limitations on combining these
activities are very costly.

The Federal Reserve Board has recently circulated a set of pro-
posals to relax or eliminate many of the firewalls that limit connec-
tions between banks and the nonbank affiliates of bank holding
companies.

The principal question I will address today is the desirability of
the Fed's recent proposals to reduce firewalls for Section 20 affil-
iates of bank holding companies. More broadly, however, I will
assess the desirability of expanding bank activities into securities
markets and related areas, and the importance of relaxing firewalls
to allow efficiency gains from such an expansion.

I support enlarging the range and size of permissible nonbank
activities within banks or bank holding companies, and scaling
back firewalls as the Federal Reserve Board now proposes to do.
Doing so will allow banks to compete more effectively for corporate
relationships, and will benefit bank customers and their stockhold-
ers, at least as much as it will benefit banks.

Let me begin with some historical perspective on the origins of
the separation of commercial and investment banking, which is
essential to the debate over bank activity limits and firewalls.

In the United States, banks became interested in underwriting
and holding corporate debt and equity in the 1920's. The relaxation
of branching laws during that period created new opportunities for
banks to become large. As they became large, they turned increas-
ingly to industrial as opposed to only commercial finance, and they
found it profitable to mix bank lending with underwriting. Doing
so made it possible to better serve their corporate clients' funding
needs, providing better access to investments for their trust cus-
tomers, and reduce banks' cost of funds, since the new activities
were highly diversified.

The mixing of lending and underwriting activities had produced
similar synergies in German universal banking around the turn of
the 20th century, which were well understood in the United States
by the 1920's. -

•The synergies for mixing lending, equity holding, and underwrit-
ing in the United States and Germany historically are present and
visible in the United States today, even under the current limited
incarnation of universal banking. Evidence from the last decade of
U.S. experience suggests that Section 20 underwriting affiliates
increase average returns and reduce risk for their bank holding
companies.

The primary sources of these gains are the repeat use of informa-
tion, the enhancement of corporate control over clients, and the
diversification of bank income.

It is important to keep in mind that in a competitive banking
system these reduced costs of intermediation accrue mainly to bank
customers—that is, banks' clients' stockholders and bank deposi-
tors. It is also important to note that these synergies are often
undermined by firewalls.

If firewalls require separation of types of activities into different
entities—that is, entities with separate corporate identities, liabil-
ities, and capital—then some of the cost of funds advantages from
diversification across activities will be limited. If firewalls require
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that lending and underwriting by the bank not be allowed for the
same client firm, then any potential information synergies across
activities will be foregone. If firewalls prevent banks from being ac-
tively involved in controlling the firms they finance—via boards of
directors, or trust account and mutual fund holdings of stock—then
control synergies will be limited.

The current Fed proposals to repeal firewalls would improve the
efficiency of the financial system mainly by increasing the multiple
use of information within the bank and by enhancing bank involve-
ment in corporate control.

It is worth noting that the Fed is not proposing to remove all
protections. The Fed proposes to retain the limitations on the mix-
ing of bank and nonbank risks—specifically, Sections 23A and 23B
of the Federal Reserve Act, which limit the extent of lending from
banks to nonbank affiliates, and require that it be fully collateral-
ized and priced as an arm's-length loan. Chairman Greenspan ar-
gues that Sections 23A and 23B provide essential protection
against the abuse of deposit insurance protection by bank holding
companies.

I share Chairman Greenspan's concern that under the current
deposit insurance system the absence of financial firewalls like 23A
and 23B could lead to abuse of deposit insurance. But I do not
agree with his solution. A better alternative would be to remove
the possibility that banks would receive subsidized insurance,
which would thereby remove any incentive problem from mixing
the risks of lending and underwriting, and thus, allow banks and
their customers to reap the enormous diversification gains from re-
laxing Sections 23A and 23B.

Chairman Greenspan also argues that the holding company
structure is a superior mechanism for administering firewalls, and
that thus it is essential to restrict Section 20 activities and other
nonbank activities to bank holding company affiliates—that is, reg-
ulated by the Fed. Thus, he does not support the Comptroller's
initiative to allow new activities to occur within subsidiaries of na-
tional banks. I do not share his view. There is no reason I can dis-
cern why any particular firewall cannot be administered as well
within a bank subsidiary structure as it is within a bank holding
company affiliate structure; and in fact, the AJAC subsidiaries are
a good example of just what I'm talking about.

And I want to emphasize, too, that it is my understanding that
the Comptroller would exactly replicate the Fed's policies in fire-
walls and their enforcement.

The argument for retaining a Federal Reserve monopoly on regu-
lating Section 20 activities seems to rest on the view that there's
a need to have an "umbrella" regulator, namely, the Fed, that over-
seas all holding company risks. That is only necessary if potential
subsidies from deposit insurance cannot be eliminated and if fire-
walls cannot insulate banks from the risks undertaken by nonbank
subsidiaries or affiliates.

Since neither of these necessary conditions need be true, I do not
support the Fed's view that it should retain a regulatory monopoly.
Indeed, there are advantages, I think, to allowing the Comptroller
and the Fed to compete over bank activity regulation.
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In conclusion, I strongly support the Fed's proposal to roll back
firewalls. I also encourage the Fed, the Comptroller, and Congress
to consider reforms to deposit insurance that would permit addi-
tional rolling back of firewalls. Finally, I encourage Congress to re-
tain the current healthy competition that exists between the Office
of the Comptroller and the Fed.

If we succeed in freeing the banks from costly and unwarranted
limitations on their powers, significant gains will follow for banks
and their customers. The banks that stand to gain will increasingly
include super-regional and regional banks, in addition to money-
center banks. As the technology for placing securities improves,
and barriers to low-cost public issues of securities are removed,
more and more regionals and super-regionals will find it advan-
tageous to establish Section 20 affiliates or subsidiaries. The social
gains of that expanded access to private and public equity finance
for all banks' corporate clients could be large.

Thank you.
Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you, Mr. Calomiris.
A couple of things have appeared so far in this hearing. One of

them is that, for all of the Senators who have been here and I
think for everyone else, it is an absolute necessity that we main-
tain the public's confidence in banks. That's paramount in anything
we do and that we don't do anything to erode that.

Another thing that has bothered me, and as I heard from other
Members, is the somewhat evidence of a rush between the Federal
Reserve and the Comptroller of the Currency to come forth with
some rules and regulations, and who gets there first and whose are
the most impressive.

I intend to have a hearing immediately after recess and ask Mr.
Ludwig, the Comptroller of the Currency, to come and explain some
of his proposals. I think it will serve us well to do that.

One thing that I have heard from each of our witnesses today,
Mr. Roberts, Mr. Warnement, Mr. Calomiris, and also Ms. Phillips,
is that the securities business and dealing in securities and under-
writing is no more dangerous an activity than is ordinary lending.
In general, ordinary lending in most banks is spread among many,
many customers. The underwriting is spread among fewer cus-
tomers of the bank.

Many years in the automobile business and several dealerships,
and I was taught this by some very good bankers, and this was a
time in which all paper was recourse paper, before the banks be-
came so generous that they took over the risk, but the fundamental
rule was don't worry about the retail paper. You'll lose some, but
it will take care of itself. Watch the floor plan, that is where you
can go broke and lose it all rather rapidly. The retail paper—is
there any, and I will start with Mr. Warnement. Since this seems
to be a theme, is there any rationale to such an analogy?

Mr. WARNEMENT. Well, I think, historically, you can look at the
scenario you have posed.

Developments in the business have allowed the underwriting and
the distribution of corporate bonds as essentially a more efficient
means of delivering liquid credit than delivering long-term illiquid
loans to the same borrower.
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If we look at a corporate customer and instead of making it a
very sizable loan that we hold on our balance sheet—the equivalent
of holding the floor plan with an auto dealer—and the enduring
risks inherent in holding that illiquid loan for a long time, where
market conditions can change, the business can go away, and a
whole lot of things can impair the quality of that credit over time,
compared to taking and structuring the same level of credit in the
bond market, where the financial institution goes in, makes a deci-
sion based on due diligence, credit quality, and a lot of other
things, first, whether to underwrite, and then it goes on to distrib-
ute that debt across investors across the country, resulting in less
financial risk to the institution.

Now, I would be remiss not to acknowledge that large corporate
bank credits can now be distributed, syndicated across other finan-
cial institutions, although such loans are not as liquid as bonds.

I would also point out that our nonbank competitors have en-
tered into that syndicated lending business in a very significant
way. For example, in the "Who's News" sections of The Wall Street
Journal or The American Banker or other industry publications,
you can see a movement and a recruiting process going on by our
competitors to continue to delve into the traditional banking busi-
nesses.

There is a convergence of all of these activities in the financial
products that result and are engineered for customers.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you, Mr. Roberts.
Yes, Ms. Robbins.
Ms. ROBBINS. Could I just add something to that?
Senator FAIRCLOTH. YOU certainly may.
Ms. ROBBINS. I would just like to follow up on that comment. I

would say that the syndicated lending business is actually riskier
than the underwriting business.

The process is almost identical, as Mr. Warnement said, in that
the bank makes a decision to extend a large amount of credit to
one customer and then sells this off to other banks. The same proc-
ess in the underwriting of the corporate bond. The difference is
that in the underwriting of the corporate bond, you are dealing
with a rated instrument. You are dealing with an instrument that
is going to be sold in a broader, more liquid market, about which
there is lots of research being written. So you have a creditworthy
rated instrument in a more liquid market. And if anything, the cor-
porate bond is nothing more than a more liquid loan that is rated.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you. That answers it.
Senator Reed.
Senator REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, if I might?
Senator FAIRCLOTH. Yes, go ahead.
Mr. ROBERTS. I thought I might add a little comment to what we

have heard here.
I take a view on diversification of portfolio reduces risk for a

bank. That action has proved true over many, many years. And to
use an example, let's go back to the floor plan and the individual
notes that are purchased.

If you have two banks, or it could be a bank and an insurance
company or an investment company. I am just going to use the ex-
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ample of two banks. Let's say you have Bank A where all they have
is floor plan paper; you have Bank B where all they have is indi-
rect notes, which has covered many, many customers. The
securitization process and so forth allows an equilibrium and diver-
sification to take place between these entities, of which you can get
a diversified portfolio on the bank's balance sheet, if that's what
you want.

I take another view, too, that a financial intermediary being a
bank, can conduct business in two ways. One, originate and book
for your own account. Therefore, you have that asset and it is in
a less liquid form, as Ms. Robbins just mentioned. Or you can take
a purist view of the financial intermediary process of originate, un-
derwrite, and sell, and thus, distributing the risk. And so I believe,
if anything, this process reduces the risk for the financial institu-
tion called the bank.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you, Mr. Roberts.
And if you will allow me just one minute, we will ask Mr.

Calomiris if he has a thought on it.
Mr. CALOMIRIS. Well, I also wanted to point out, banks' risks are

not encompassed by lending and underwriting, and neither are
their profits. There are a couple of other activities that are at least
as risky within bank holding companies as underwriting that
haven't even been discussed and are currently regulated very dif-
ferently. Removing these firewalls would simply bring the Section
20 affiliates into the same playing field as those other ones.

A good example is venture capital affiliates under Regulation Y,
which perfectly illustrate Mr. Roberts' point about diversification.
Venture capital profits and bank holding companies, some of the
largest ones, have been larger than Section 20 profits. They have,
in fact, saved many of the largest bank holding companies in the
United States during the 1980's, First Chicago, Continental. They
have made an enormous contribution to the profits of CitiCorp, of
Chase, of Chemical, even of Norwest.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Did you say, I'm sorry, Chicago?
Mr. CALOMIRIS. First Chicago.
Senator FAIRCLOTH. First Chicago.
Mr. CALOMIRIS. And Continental of Illinois.
Senator FAIRCLOTH. Yes.
Mr. CALOMIRIS. For some of these banks, for all the ones I men-

tioned other than Norwest, their contribution to the bottom line of
the banks over the last 20 years has been greater than 20 percent.
That's the venture capital subsidiaries no one's been talking about.

So my point, they are regulated under Regulation Y. Sections
23A and 23B apply to them, but not all of these other superfluous
firewalls. They seem to have done very well. Not only have they
done well, but they have contributed an enormous amount of profit
that has saved some of the banks that were threatened during the
1980's. I could say the same thing about the foreign subsidiaries,
which are not affiliates. They're subsidiaries of some of the largest
American banks.

So I think we could talk about derivative activities and interest
rate risk speculation. Banks are engaged in a lot of risks. Section
20 risk has been discriminated against, and I think quite unfairly.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you.
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Senator Reed.
Senator REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Professor Calomiris, perhaps one reason that Section 20 risks

have been discriminated against is that, in the history of the
1920's, which you point to, note that it helped diversify activities.
Also there were some abuses in terms of affiliates making loans to
bail-out troubled companies, the equities being sold by the securi-
ties affiliate, all these things. I am just wondering, in a fair sort
of capitulation of the 1920's, aren't there some dangers we still
have to be aware of and look to?

Mr. CALOMIRIS. Senator, I'm glad you raised that question. I was
very frustrated, frankly, by many of the comments of the Senators
who have left the room who apparently have not read the last 10
years of research on the 1920's.

In my written comments, I have an extensive footnote which
summarizes probably a dozen different research products. One is a
book by George Benston specifically on the Pecora hearings and the
allegations of conflicts of interest and dishonest behavior. The oth-
ers have been very detailed statistical studies by several people
published in the best economics journals that basically refute this
argument. Let me give you just a very brief flavor of it.

The argument that the banks were giving their worst risks to the
customers who were buying their bonds or their stocks in order to
bail themselves out as lenders, would imply that the ex-post per-
formance of the bonds that were sold by the banks would have
been worse than the performance of the bonds sold by the inde-
pendent investment banks. The opposite is the case, even after con-
trolling for the initial yields or ratings of those bonds. Banks, if
anything, were much more careful in their underwriting behavior
in the 1920's. There just is no basis for this argument. So I hope
you will look at some of the references and read some of that work.

Senator REED. Thank you for drawing our attention to footnotes,
which are often overlooked in our deliberations.

Let me ask another general question and anyone on the panel
who feels willing can jump in.

A lot has been said about risk-based capital as a development
since the first authorization of Section 20 subsidiaries as a major
check in place today that was not in place originally that will pro-
vide protection for the banking system. I wonder if anyone can just
comment upon risk-based capital in terms of how it will be a check
in this regard.

Mr. Roberts, Ms. Robbins.
Mr. ROBERTS. I'll be glad to respond first to that.
I think that the objective of risk-based capital goes back to, I

think, the Basil Accord that established standards which were to
be applied on a global basis. They're very specific standards with
regard to not only the quantity of capital, but also the quality of
capital as well by defining what is Tier 1, the highest quality, basi-
cally, equity capital, and allowance for reserves, and then your
more junior-type capital, being the Tier 2, which includes things
like subordinated debt and all.

These are standards which must be upheld. And you also have
used the term, well capitalized, throughout the documents that you
have had here, that if these high standards are not met, then I will
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tell you that the pulling of the plug of the relief of the firewalls on
those particular institutions would more than likely take place by
the Federal Reserve.

Senator REED. Let me follow that question. First, would a bank
holding company with a Section 20 subsidiary be required to have
more capital because of the risk of the Section 20 subsidiary?

Ms. ROBBINS. The Section 20 is, as Governor Phillips mentioned,
a registered broker-dealer with the SEC. So it complies with all the
SEC capital rules.

Senator REED. Right.
Ms. ROBBINS. In addition, it's subject to the overall consolidated

risk-based capital requirements that apply to the whole holding
company. It would not have higher risk-based capital requirements
than any other.

Senator REED. NO. My question was would the bank holding com-
pany be required to have higher capital?

Ms. ROBBINS. It has to be well capitalized in order to have a Sec-
tion 20 in the first place.

Senator REED. SO, essentially, the test of the Federal Reserve is
they look first at the capital of the holding company and determin-
ing if it's well capitalized.

Ms. ROBBINS. Right.
Senator REED. And then authorize the Section 20 subsidiary.
Ms. ROBBINS. Exactly.
Senator REED. Will that be the procedure going forward with

these firewall changes?
Ms. ROBBINS. Yes.
Mr. WARNEMENT. I think to the extent, Senator Reed, that you

think about increased competition and more regional banks being
able to come into this field, it's important to understand the rigor-
ous tests that the Fed puts a bank holding company through in
order to establish a Section 20 company.

There are significant costs to it. Some of us in the industry view
it as probably the most difficult power or activity to get permission
to engage in from the Federal Reserve. And you have to go through
a rigorous process of building out your infrastructure and hiring
people, developing policies and procedures, putting in computer
systems, and a number of other things before the Fed comes in and
looks at your readiness to begin to engage in the business.

Senator REED. Let me ask a final question. Mr. Roberts alluded
to it. If the capital of a holding company declines for any reason,
is there provisions in the law today where the authority to operate
a Section 20 subsidiary would be circumscribed?

Mr. ROBERTS. The Fed has the empowerment or the authority to
do such.

Senator REED. Let me take it from another perspective. If the
Section 20 subsidiary was engaged in underwriting that proved to
be bad and generated losses, what remedy would the Federal Re-
serve then have?

Ms. ROBBINS. They could stop the activities. They could require
you to shut down the Section 20.

But I think it's important to recognize that not only the history
in the last 10 years of the activities of all of these companies, but
also the history for two decades abroad, where, by the way, there
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are no firewalls, not even 23A and 23B, has demonstrated that
these activities are done safely and prudently and are not riskier
than banking.

Senator REED. Can I just ask one other question?
Senator FAIRCLOTH. Yes, you can. Go ahead.
Senator REED. One other comment that Ms. Phillips made with

respect to the proposed new firewalls or new walls, fireproof or oth-
erwise, is the advertising prohibition today, which basically says
that the bank cannot imply, nor anyone in the holding company
system imply, that these securities are somehow sponsored by the
bank or related to the bank, to me seems to be a very critical one
because consumers who are going out and looking at a product and
all they will see is the bank name. They won't see underneath the
bank, subsidiary of such and such. They will see the Wachovia
term, or whatever. And then her response was this is all protected
now by the Interagency Statement. Would you comment?

Ms. ROBBINS. Let me just clarify that. That firewall was lifted
from proposed 23B, which was not yet enacted at the time the Fed
imposed their first set of firewalls. Section 23B, as has since been
enacted, has that identical language. So it's there in the law.

It's important to remember that 23B was enacted by Congress 10
years ago when Congress was debating, and one of the many times
Congress was debating increasing bank powers. Section 23B was
designed as the safeguard necessary to enable banks to expand
through holding company affiliates into the securities business.

What ultimately happened was that the new powers were never
granted, but the safeguards that were intended to go along with
them came in place in 23B. So it was really Congress' version of
firewalls for securities activities before the Fed's.

Mr. WARNEMENT. Senator Reed.
Senator REED. Yes, please.
Mr. WARNEMENT. I would also add on the advertising front that

Section 20 companies are subject to the NASD's rules concerning
advertising. We in no way are allowed to imply that a bank is
guaranteeing or is responsible for any instrument being under-
written or dealt in by the Section 20 company.

As part of that process, advertising gets reviewed at most institu-
tions by their compliance people, and if it is a large advertising
campaign, the disclaimers or statements that are included in ad-
vertising are reviewed by their legal departments and, ultimately,
are submitted to and reviewed regularly by the NASD's regulatory
staff or supervisory staff.

We have received a number of calls by regulators about our ad-
vertising saying, we would like you to adjust—we think it's OK, but
we would like it to be a little clearer this way and that way. It's
not an area in which, I believe, financial institutions are going to
mess around with those risks.

Senator REED. Professor.
Mr. CALOMIRIS. At the same time, I think it's important to men-

tion that cross-marketing is extremely important. In some studies
of some bank mergers that I have done, I found that revenue
synergies, if you like, synergies from cross-marketing building upon
relationships, can be at least as large and at least as important for
the gains from consolidations as simple cost-cuttings.
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So, again, as in many of these firewalls, you don't want to throw
away the baby with the bathwater. You want to limit the potential
abuses in the advertising. But you can't go so far that you destroy
the relationship advantage.

Senator REED. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you, Senator Reed.
I have two little wind-up questions. I assume the answers will

be pretty brief.
Mr. Warnement and Ms. Robbins, have you had to turn away

some customers because their relationship as a customer of the
bank would make it too burdensome to do business, I mean with
the Section 20? Have you had to turn away customers? Are you
aware of any problems this has created?

Ms. ROBBINS. I think there have been a number of situations
where the best solution to a customer's problems would have in-
volved a loan from the bank or some credit from the bank combined
with a capital markets transaction in the Section 20. And yes,
there have been times where we have had to say to a customer, we
can't do it all for you.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Mr. Warnement, has NationsBank had the
same problem?

Mr. WARNEMENT. NationsBank has certainly had the same gen-
eral experiences as J.P. Morgan.

I think further in this realm, that it can increase the cost to the
customer because the cost of doing due diligence at multiple insti-
tutions is not insignificant. The sharing of information about one
overall transaction within one institution is more efficient and rep-
resents a significant savings to those customers.

Furthermore, when you explore, as NationsBank is very big in,
small- and mid-sized corporate customers, they have probably
fewer options than some of the largest corporate customers in
America. They need access to relationships with financial institu-
tions who are able to bring a full array of services efficiently to
them, as opposed to having to turn them away, saying, we would
love to do it. We are capable of doing it. We are just not allowed
to do it.

Therefore, we have to deliver the customer over to a competitor,
which, frankly, is usually lurking somewhere in the background,
ensuring that we are delivering adequate and fair pricing.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Well, First Union said they appreciated the
customers.

[Laughter.]
Mr. WARNEMENT. It's one of the benefits of being headquartered

three or four blocks away.
[Laughter.]
Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you.
This is the last question and it is not exactly a question. But if

each of you would address it, I'll start with Mr. Roberts.
Of course, all of you represent the Nation's best in banks.

Wachovia is unquestioned in every way, maybe one of the better
banks in the country. All of you are. But what I'm asking you now
is a question that other Senators have requested that I ask.
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I don't think anyone is worried about J.P. Morgan or Nations-
Bank or Wachovia. But all of you are aware of a much, much
smaller tier of banks. Is there a possibility that relaxing the fire-
walls will invite and encourage people into this business who are
simply not up to the task and have the capability of handling all
of the things you have discussed here today? I think that it's not
the top tier. What do you think of that?

Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, that is an excellent question be-
cause it kind of hits at the very heart of some things with my own
company.

As you recall in my opening comments, I made the statement
that the firewalls heretofore have been a big impediment to us con-
ducting business in an efficient manner and, therefore, we have not
done a Section 20.

Now, being quite truthful, intellectually honest—and I use the
word, encumbrances, coming down somewhat, the firewalls, or
being eliminated in many cases, of course. It has made it more pal-
atable for Wachovia to enter into this. However, in making this de-
cision, there is a tremendous amount of due diligence that one has
to go through. There is a tremendous cost still associated with set-
ting up the infrastructure to make this work. Management cannot
lightly just decide to turn the switch on tomorrow morning and be-
come a Section 20 and jump into the business.

The word infrastructure covers a tremendous amount of ground.
I am referring when I say that to the back office, the operating sys-
tems, the computer systems, the resources that are needed that
must be in place, such as people with the right skill sets and tal-
ents, and licensing as well. You also must have very thorough and
very clear controls and policies in place.

Now what's the acid test in all of this? The acid test is when you
go for an infrastructure review. It is very detailed and very specific
and all of these elements must be in place before, even with the
lower firewalls being dissipated.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Mr. Roberts, who would conduct the infra-
structure review?

Mr. ROBERTS. I will tell you, on our cells, we are, number one,
doing it, due diligence ourselves. Then hiring a third-party consult-
ant to double-check us. And the final test is the regulatory Federal
Reserve System themselves.

Ms. ROBBINS. Yes. And then in addition, of course, because this
is a regulated subsidiary by the SEC and the NASD, you also have
reviews and have to meet their requirements for systems and infra-
structure.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Mr. Warnement.
Mr. WARNEMENT. I think that the protection of the overall Fed-

eral safety net, as it regards thinking about smaller firms who are
not quite ready or who have different risk management philoso-
phies, ultimately resides in the supervisory activities of both the
securities regulators who have jurisdiction over these firms, as well
as the Federal Reserve.

Frankly, if the firewalls are brought down, we expect to see even
more rigorous reviews of affiliate transactions than we faced in the
past, evidencing safety and soundness.
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We spend a great deal of time focusing on affiliated transactions,
including some of the types that were described today, because we
know that: first, we don't want to take undue risk that threatens
our institution; and second, we also know that our regulators are
going to look very carefully at those transactions.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you.
Mr. Calomiris.
Mr. CALOMIRIS. I suppose the only thing that I thought of that

wasn't said is that capital requirements are still being instituted.
Banks don't have some sort of a carte blanche to establish these
affiliates whenever they want.

I would add to that, though, and this really isn't just pertaining
to the Section 20 issue, that I think there are some issues, not just
having to do with Section 20 affiliates, but more broadly, about
whether FIRREA and the FDIC really finished the job of deposit
insurance reform, especially in a world of increasing complexity
and increasing opportunities for very rapid risk-taking.

Section 20 isn't the place that I'm most worried about that. And
I'm not worried about it right now because the capital of our banks
is very large. But I see some potential problems down the road. So,
I would encourage you to think more broadly about revisiting the
safety net issue, which I know is on the front burner for the bank-
ers' roundtable. It is on the front burner for a lot of other organiza-
tions, who want to have greater freedom and are worried about the
deposit insurance being used as an excuse not to give it to them.
But I think that provides us with an opportunity to improve the
safeguards for the taxpayers, too.

Senator FAIRCLOTH. Thank you.
I want to thank all of you for being here today. This is something

that is very much in the forefront of the thinking and the interest,
and especially as there's been some concern, as you heard today,
maybe at some point of competitive position between the regu-
lators, and that simply is going to have to be eliminated and ironed
out. We intend to see that it is.

As I say, as soon as we reconvene after the Easter recess, I ex-
pect to have a hearing in which I intend to ask Comptroller of the
Currency Ludwig to appear and explain.

There isn't anyone more interested than I am, and I think most
of the Members of the Subcommittee, to see needless regulations
and expensive regulations eliminated. We have done too much in
the past 40 years in the Federal Government of piling them on
without regard to the cost factor involved in regulations. And that
applies not only to banking. That is business in general.

So one place to start eliminating any possible rules and regula-
tions would be in the banking industry, and I intend to move in
that direction.

I thank each of you for being here.
The Subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:38 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Prepared statements, response to written questions, and addi-

tional material submitted for the record follow:]
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proximately 17 regional bank holding companies authorized to establish Section
20 firms, only four are authorized to exercise Tier II powers and, thus, willing to
operate under the most burdensome firewall provisions.

• Regional bank holding companies are more likely to need to proceed gradually in
establishing and expanding Section 20 operations, but this is inconsistent with
current requirements. Senior managements of regional institutions are often re-
luctant to abruptly move some of their most valuable businesses out of their
banks and into separate companies that must be isolated from the banks by fire-
walls, especially when those firewalls leave little room for fine tuning, monitoring,
achieving economies or simply rethinking a decision.

• Although the Tier I firewalls are less restrictive than the Tier II firewalls, the
powers associated with Tier I firewalls (e.g., municipal revenue bond, commercial
paper, certain mortgage-back and other asset-back securities underwriting) are no
longer economically viable options for many regional institutions. The thinner
spreads on these products make Tier I status too costly, even as a transitional
step to Tier II corporate debt and equity powers.

• As discussed above, safety and soundness require that there be coordination
throughout a bank holding company system on such matters as credit policies,
rate risk and other risk management, regulatory compliance, and management ac-
countability. This coordination tends to be more direct for regional institutions.
These requirements, while fostering independence of operation in larger institu-
tions, can actually interfere with safe and sound operating practices in regional
institutions.
Some of the problems associated with the firewall restrictions and revenue cap

limitations have dissipated somewhat over the last couple of months as the Board
has endeavored to ease some of the most burdensome firewall restrictions, including
eliminating the cross-marketing prohibition and significantly modifying the person-
nel interlock prohibition. These actions taken in concert with raising the cap on rev-
enue earned from 10 to 25 percent for ineligible securities underwriting activities
have already encouraged several banks to seek authorization either to establish a
Section 20 underwriting firm or expand the authorization for existing Section 20
firms. Much more is needed, however, if other regional banking firms are to engage
in securities underwriting activities. We believe that the Board's proposed modifica-
tions to existing firewalls are a step in that direction.

Conclusion
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, ABASA appreciates the opportunity to appear before

the Subcommittee to discuss the Board's recent proposal to modify its firewall provi-
sions applicable to Section 20 firms. While ABASA is hopeful that the modifications,
when adopted, will encourage other bank holding company firms to establish Section
20 underwriting firms, these modifications are only a first step toward comprehen-
sive reform of our financial system. ABASA encourages the Subcommittee and its
Members to work with all appropriate parties in order to enact meaningful financial
reform legislation. ABASA stands ready to work with you and other Members of
your Subcommittee, Mr. Chairman.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. CALOMIRIS
PAUL M. MONTRONE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE AND ECONOMICS

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

MARCH 20, 1997

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and
Regulatory Relief, it is a pleasure to appear here today. The last decade has seen
dramatic and beneficial bank deregulation. Of particular importance have been the
relaxation of geographical and activity limitations on bank holding companies,
achieved respectively by Congressional action and new regulatory interpretations of
existing law.1 Recently, both the Federal Reserve Board and the Comptroller of the
Currency have sought to further enhance the flexibility of bank operations by reduc-
ing limits on bank activities, and there is a push for Congressional action to repeal

1 For a review of the evolution of Federal Reserve actions and court interpretations of Section
20 law, see George Kaufman and Larry Mote, "Glass-Steagall: Repeal by Regulatory and Judi-
cial Reinterpretation," Banking Law Journal, September-October 1990, pp. 388-421.
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outright the separation of commercial and investment banking imposed in the Bank-
ing Act of 1933.

While deregulation has been dramatic, it is worth noting that it has sparked little
controversy, or even surprise, among scholars of banking or banking history. There
is a remarkable degree of agreement among these scholars—supported by an exten-
sive body of research—that historic limitations on bank locations and activities have
served no legitimate economic purpose. Rather, these costly limits—especially the
separation of commercial and investment banking in 1933—are artifacts of specific
historical political battles in which facts and economic logic have often taken a back
seat to populist passions or special interest politics.2

Competitive pressure—especially the loss of U.S. banks' domestic and interna-
tional market shares in the 1980's—helped to push the Federal Reserve Board in
1987 and subsequently to use its authority to relax restrictions on bank underwrit-
ing activities. Initially, the Fed proceeded with extreme caution. It allowed very lim-
ited underwriting of private debt, and later equity, but attached to those activities
a host of "firewalls" intended to serve two different sets of purposes—(1) to prevent
the transfer of loss from a Section 20 underwriting affiliate to a chartered bank, and
(2) to prevent "conflicts of interest" from arising from the mixture of commercial and
investment banking. The first concern was largely that of economists who correctly
worried about the abuse of deposit insurance and the discount window—the possibil-
ity of Government subsidization of risk in new activities. The second concern was
that banks might use their new powers to coerce client firms or cheat purchasers
of securities (despite clear and strong economic incentives not to do so). This second
concern reflected the unsubstantiated and misguided arguments that underlay the
Pecora Hearings of 1932, and the limitations imposed on the mixing of commercial
and investment banking in 1933.3

The Federal Reserve Board has recently circulated a set of proposals to relax or
eliminate many of the "firewalls" that limit connections between banks and the non-
bank affiliates of bank holding companies.4 It is worth noting that if the Fed pro-
ceeds with these proposed changes, the consequences will stretch beyond the holding
company affiliates regulated by the Fed, since the Office of the Comptroller of Cur-
rency, which has invited banks to channel their "nonbanking" activities through

2 For a critical discussion of the hearings leading to the passage of Glass-Steagall, see George
Benston, The Separation of Commercial and Investment Banking: The Glass-Steagall Act Revis-
ited and Reconsidered, Norwell: Kluwer Academic Press, 1989. For evidence that conflicts of
interest between commercial and investment banking were absent in the 1920's, see Randall S.
Kroszner and Raghuram G. Rajan, "Is the Glass-Steagall Act Justified? A Study of the U.S. Ex-
perience with Universal Banking Before 1933," American Economic Review, Vol. 84 (September),
1994, pp. 810-832; Randall S. Kroszner and Raghuram G. Rajan, "Organization Structure and
Credibility: Evidence from Commercial Bank Securities Activities before the Glass-Steagall Act,"
Journal of Monetary Economics, forthcoming; Manju Puri, "The Long-Term Default Performance
of Bank Underwritten Securities Issues," Journal of Banking and Finance, 1994. On the politi-
cal economy of the passage of the 1933 Act more generally, see Charles W. Calomiris and Eu-
gene N. White, "The Origins of Federal Deposit Insurance," in The Regulated Economy: A His-
torical Approach to Political Economy, edited by Claudia Goldin and Gary Libecap, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1994. For a discussion of the historical costs to the United States
of limiting banks' powers, see Eugene N. White, "Before the Glass-Steagall Act: An Analysis of
the Investment Banking Activities of National Banks," Explorations in Economic History, Vol.
23 (January), 1986, pp. 33-55; Charles W. Calomiris, "Regulation, Industrial Structure, and In-
stability in U.S. Banking: An Historical Approach," in Structural Change in Banking, edited by
Michael Klausner and Lawrence J. White, Homewood, Illinois: Business One-Irwin, 1993, pp.
19-115; Charles W. Calomiris, "The Costs of Rejecting Universal Banking: American Finance
in the German Mirror, 1870-1914," in The Coordination of Activity Within and Between Firms,
edited by Naomi Lamoreaux and Daniel Raff, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995, pp.
257-315; Charles W. Calomiris and Carlos Ramirez, "The Role of Financial Relationships in the
History of American Corporate Finance," Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, Volume 9, Num-
ber 2 (Summer), 1996, pp. 52-73; J. Bradford De Long, "Did J.P. Morgan's Men Add Value?,"
in Inside the Business Enterprise: Historical Perspectives on the Use of Information, edited by
Peter Temin, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991, pp. 205-236; Carlos D. Ramirez, "Did
J.P. Morgan's Men Add Liquidity? Corporate Investment, Cash Flow, and Financial Structure
at the Turn of the Twentieth Century," Journal of Finance, Vol. 50 (June), 1995, 661-678; Ran-
dall S. Kroszner, "The Evolution of Universal Banking and Its Regulation in Twentieth Century
America," in Universal Banking: Financial System Design Reconsidered, edited by Anthony
Saunders and Ingo Walter, Homewood, Illinois: Business One-Irwin, 1996, pp. 70-99.

3 For a discussion of why banks face a strong incentive to behave honestly, and how this leads
to voluntary structural constraints (or "firewalls") within bank holding companies to ensure
greater credibility, see Randall S. Kroszner and Raghuram G. Rajan, "Organization Structure
and Credibility: Evidence from Commercial Bank Securities Activities before the Glass-Steagall
Act," Journal of Monetary Economics, forthcoming.

4 Federal Reserve Board, "Review of Restrictions in the Board's Section 20 Orders," January
9, 1997.
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national bank subsidiaries, is almost sure to follow the Fed's lead on firewalls, at
least in the near term.

The principal question I will address today is the desirability of the Fed's recent
proposals to reduce firewalls. More broadly, however, I will assess the desirability
of expanding bank activities into securities markets and related areas, and the im-
portance of relaxing firewalls to allow efficiency gains from such an expansion. Mr.
Chairman, at the end of my remarks, I will also provide responses to the specific
written questions you posed in your letter of March 14.

To summarize, I support enlarging the range and size of permissible "nonbank"
activities within banks or bank holding companies, and scaling back the firewalls
that the Federal Reserve Board established in 1987 and in 1989, as the Federal
Reserve Board now proposes to do. Doing so will allow banks to compete more
effectively for corporate relationships, and will benefit bank customers and their
stockholders at least as much as it will benefit banks. I will also argue that outright
repeal of Glass-Steagall prohibitions and further relaxation of firewalls should be
considered by Congress and bank regulators.

Let me begin with some historical perspective on the origins of the separation of
commercial and investment banking, which is essential to the debate over bank
activity limits and firewalls. In the United States, banks became interested in un-
derwriting and holding corporate debt and equity in the 1920's. The relaxation of
branching laws during that period created new opportunities for banks to become
large. As they became large, they turned increasingly to industrial as opposed to
only commercial finance, and they found it profitable to mix bank lending with un-
derwriting. Doing so made it possible to better serve their corporate clients' funding
needs, provide better access to investments for their trust customers, and reduce
banks' costs of funds, since the new activities were highly diversifying.5

The mixing of lending and underwriting activities had produced important
synergies in German universal banking around the turn of the 20th century, which
were well understood in the United States by the 1920's. German banks offered very
rich portfolio opportunities to their trust customers, charged very little (even by late
20th century standards) for equity underwriting, and managed to promote high-
tech, large-scale industrialization in Germany at an unprecedented speed.6

Both the American and the German historical experiences support the view that
allowing banks to lend, underwrite, and manage securities accounts substantially
reduced bank costs of intermediation. The synergies from mixing lending, equity
holding, and underwriting in the United States and Germany historically are
present and visible in the United States today, even under the current limited incar-
nation of universal banking. Evidence from the current U.S. experience suggests
that Section 20 (underwriting) affiliates increase average returns and reduce risk
for their bank holding companies.7 Venture capital finance is another area in which
there are strong corporate finance synergies, both with lending and with underwrit-
ing, since venture capital finance precedes public stock offerings.

The primary synergies are the repeat use of information, the enhancement of
corporate control, and the diversification of bank income.8 By lending and under-
writing, banks are able to use knowledge about the performance and risk of their
corporate borrowers to reduce the cost of underwriting and marketing securities.
Furthermore, informed banks' involvement as holders of equity (mainly via trust ac-
count proxies) can enhance their control over firms and helped them to protect trust
customers' interests, which also makes it easier to market equity. Finally, because
lending and underwriting tend to be imperfectly correlated risks, combining the

5 Evidence on diversification advantages is presented in Eugene N. White, "Before the Glass-
Steagall Act . . ." (op. cit). A review of the literature on efficiency gains in serving corporate
clients is provided in Charles W. Calomiris and Carlos Ramirez, "The Role of Financial Relation-
ships . . . " (op. cit).

6 For a discussion of the German case, see Charles W. Calomiris, "The Costs of Rejecting Uni-
versal Banking . . ." (op. cit.).

7 See Elijah Brewer, "Relationship Between Bank Holding Company Risk and Nonbank Activ-
ity," Journal of Economics and Business, Vol. 41 (November), pp. 337-353; Myron Kwast, "The
Impact of Underwriting and Dealing on Bank Return and Risks," Journal of Banking and
Finance, Vol. 13, pp. 101-125; Vincent P. Apilado, John G. Gallo, and Larry J. Lockwood, "Ex-
panded Securities Underwriting: Implications for Bank Risk and Return," Journal of Economics
and Business, Vol. 45, pp. 143-158; Simon H. Kwan, "Securities Activities by Commercial Bank-
ing Firms' Section 20 Subsidiaries," Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Working Paper,
January 1997.

8 For a more detailed discussion, see Charles W. Calomiris, "Comments on Steinherr,
Kroszner, and Benston Papers," in Universal Banking: Financial System Design Reconsidered,
edited by Anthony Saunders and Ingo Walter, Homewood, Illinois: Business One-Irwin, 1996,
109-117.
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activities can help banks to diversify their assets, which economizes on bank capital
and reduces banks' costs of funds.

It is very important to keep in mind that in a competitive banking system these
reduced costs of intermediation accrue mainly to bank customers (that is, banks' cli-
ents' stockholders and bank depositors). It is also important to note that these
synergies are undermined by firewalls.

If firewalls require separation of types of activities into different entities (that is,
entities with separate corporate identities, liabilities, and capital) then cost of funds
advantages from diversification across activities will be severely limited. If firewalls
require that lending and underwriting by the bank not be allowed for the same cli-
ent firm, then any potential information synergies across activities will be foregone.
If firewalls prevent banks from being actively involved in controlling the firms they
finance (via boards of directors, or trust account and mutual fund holdings of stock),
then control synergies will be limited.

The current Fed proposals to repeal firewalls would improve the efficiency of the
financial system mainly by increasing the multiple use of information within the
bank and by enhancing bank involvement in corporate control. These proposals
reflect a growing realization that concerns over conflicts of interest are largely un-
founded (as they were in 1933) because dishonest behavior is contrary to the inter-
ests of the bank, especially in the highly competitive financial services industry, and
is already proscribed by other laws and regulations.

It is worth noting that the Fed is not proposing to remove all firewalls. The Fed
proposes to retain the limitations on the mixing of "bank" and "nonbank" risks (spe-
cifically, Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act, which limit the extent
of lending from banks to nonbank affiliates, and require that it be fully collatera-
lized and priced as an arm's-length loan). Chairman Greenspan argues in his testi-
mony of February 13, 1997, that Sections 23A and 23B provide essential protection
against the abuse of deposit insurance protection by bank holding companies.9

I share Chairman Greenspan's concern that under the current deposit insurance
system the absence of financial firewalls (like 23A and 23B) could lead to abuse of
deposit insurance.10 But I do not agree with his solution to the problem. A better
alternative would be to remove the possibility that banks would receive subsidized
insurance, which would thereby remove any incentive problem from mixing the risks
of lending and underwriting, and thus allow banks and their customers to reap the
gains from relaxing Sections 23A and 23B. Such reform is feasible and the relative
merits of various approaches for doing so—including subordinated debt require-
ments and other deposit insurance reforms—are currently being debated among
bankers, academics, and regulators.

Chairman Greenspan also argued that the holding company structure is a supe-
rior mechanism for administering firewalls, and that thus it is essential to restrict
Section 20 activities (and other "nonbank"activities) to bank holding company affili-
ates. Thus, he does not support the Comptroller's "Part Five" initiative to allow new
activities to occur within subsidiaries of national banks. I do not share his view.
There is no reason I can discern why any particular firewall cannot be administered
as well within a bank subsidiary structure as it is within a bank holding company
affiliate structure.11 Also, it is my understanding that there is little merit to the
argument that legally, the "corporate veil" of a subsidiary is more easily pierced
than that of an affiliate.

The argument for retaining a Federal Reserve monopoly on regulating Section 20
activities seems, then, to rest on the view that there is a need to have an "umbrella"
regulator (namely, the Fed) that oversees all holding company risks. That is only
necessary, logically, if two conditions are satisfied: First, if potential subsidies from
deposit insurance cannot be eliminated; and second, if firewalls cannot insulate
banks from the risks undertaken by nonbank subsidiaries or affiliates. Since I be-
lieve neither of these necessary conditions is true, I do not support the Fed's view
that it should retain a regulatory monopoly over nonbank activities.

9 Alan Greenspan, "Statement Before the Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Con-
sumer Credit of the Committee on Banking and Financial Services, U.S. House of Representa-
tives," February 13, 1997.10 I do not agree with Chairman Greenspan's view that there is currently a subsidy enjoyed
by many banks by virtue of their access to deposit insurance, but I do think there is the poten-
tial for a subsidy, particularly under the current deposit insurance laws, if Sections 23A and
23B were removed. For a discussion of whether there is a current subsidy, see Gary Whalen,
"The Competitive Implications of Safety Net-Related Subsidies," Economics Department Work-
ing Paper, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, February 1997.

11 See also, Gary Whalen, "Bank Organizational Form and the Risks of Expanded Activities,"
Economics Working Paper 97-1, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, January 1997.
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An advantage to allowing the Comptroller to "compete" with the Fed over
nonbank activity regulation is that such competition will promote a health tendency
for both regulators to properly balance the costs and benefits of firewalls, and thus
produce neither excessive caution nor imprudent deregulation. Competing regulators
jealous of each other's "turf" will not be imprudent because a financial collapse of
a barks under their authority would risk a significant loss of their powers. At the
same time, excessive caution would produce an immediate loss of regulatory power,
since banks would gravitate toward the more liberal regulator. Thus, competing
regulators are likely to consider and balance both costs and benefits when making
regulatory decisions.

In conclusion, I strongly support the Fed's proposal to roll back firewalls. I also
encourage the Fed, the Office of the Comptroller, and Congress to consider reforms
to deposit insurance that would permit additional rolling back of firewalls. Finally,
I encourage Congress to retain the current healthy competition that exists between
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Reserve Board.

If Congress and bank regulators succeed in freeing banks from costly and unwar-
ranted limitations on their powers, the advantages for banks and their customers
will be large. I would emphasize that the banks that will gain from such expansion
of powers will increasingly include super-regional and regional banks, in addition
to money-center banks. As the technology for placing securities improves, and bar-
riers to low-cost public issues of securities are removed for many firms, it seems
likely that more and more regionals and super-regionals will find it advantageous
to establish Section 20 affiliates or subsidiaries to publicly place their clients' debt
and equity in securities markets. Those innovations and the curtailment of firewalls
will also encourage regionals and super-regionals to enter the highly profitable area
of venture capital finance via SBIC's (Small Business Investment Companies) or
Regulation Y venture capital affiliates. Venture capital finance is an important mid-
dle ground in the financial life cycle of firms between an early "bank lending stage"
and a late "public securities financing stage." Thus, bank involvement in venture
capital will magnify synergies between bank lending and public securities under-
writing.

Not only will regional and super-regional banks benefit from those changes, but
so will their corporate clients. Many more firms will enjoy lower costs of finance
from access to private equity (in venture capital affiliates), which leads naturally
to public debt and equity offerings (underwritten by Section 20 affiliates). The social
gains of that expanded access to private and public equity finance could be large.
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR FAIRCLOTH
FROM CHARLES W. CALOMIRIS

[BELOW I PROVIDE ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS POSED IN
CHAIRMAN FAIRCLOTH'S HEARING INVITATION OF MARCH 14, 1997]

Q.1. Provide a historical perspective on the separation of invest-
ment and commercial banking and the development of the firewalls
in 1987.
A.l. The separation of commercial and investment banking in 1933
reflected two factors. The first was the Depression-era view (seem-
ingly confirmed by the Pecora hearings) that securities underwrit-
ing by banks had been "dishonest" and had crippled banks during
the Depression. This recent research (noted above) has shown that
securities underwriting by banks prior to 1933 was at least as hon-
est as securities underwriting outside of banks, and that securities
activities helped to stabilize banks because they were highly diver-
sifying. The second, and most important, factor leading to the pas-
sage of Glass-Steagall was Carter Glass's fervent commitment to
separating commercial and investment banking.

The Banking Act of 1933 was a compromise between Steagall
(who advocated deposit insurance as a palliative for small banks in
distress) and Glass (who pushed for the separation of commercial
and investment banking, and for Regulation Q). Glass was an origi-
nal architect of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, and an advocate
of the "real bills doctrine," which held that banks should mainly
finance commercial, rather than industrial activity. Regulation Q
was designed largely to undermine reserve pyramiding in New
York, and thus remove banks from financing activities in the call
money market. Similarly, the separation of commercial and invest-
ment banking would encourage banks to avoid securities dealings,
and industrial finance more generally. The real bills doctrine was
viewed as a means to preserve the money supply from unwarranted
supply fluctuations unrelated to real economic activity. Obviously,
this debate is not relevant to current bank regulatory policy, since
Section 20 affiliates' activities have no effect on the money supply.
Furthermore, to my knowledge, the real bills doctrine has no cur-
rent advocates.

Q.2. Can changes be made to firewalls while preserving the safety
and soundness of the banking system and the integrity of the in-
sured depository institution?
A.2. To reiterate, I believe that there is no threat to the safety of
banks or the banking system from relaxing the firewalls the Fed
is now proposing to relax. If the Fed were considering relaxing Sec-
tions 23A and 23B without making additional changes to deposit
insurance law, that might pose a problem, but that is not what the
Fed is proposing to do.
Q.3. Can changes be made to firewalls while adequately protecting
customers of the bank or securities affiliate from coercion?
A.3. Evidence suggests that allowing closer linkages between com-
mercial banks and underwriting operations would improve banks'
information about their customers and their ability to control their
financial decisions, but that does not mean it would increase "coer-
cion" (which I would define as the power of banks to extract "rents"
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from their customers). Whether beneficial discipline or non-bene-
ficial coercion results from expanded bank powers depends on how
competitive the banking system is. In today's highly competitive
system, discipline rather than coercion would result from greater
bank powers. Indeed, one could argue that because expanding pow-
ers via relaxed firewalls would increase competition in financial
services broadly defined, it would actually reduce the potential for
coercion. It is important to note that corporate bank customers do
not see any threat to their well being from expanding bank powers.
Indeed, corporate clients of banks were among the earliest advo-
cates of allowing banks to underwrite securities. The Fed's decision
to permit banks to engage in underwriting specifically cited survey
results of corporate managers, who overwhelmingly recommended
doing so.
Q.4. Will the firewalls give securities firms affiliated with an in-
sured depository institution an advantage over other firms?
A.4. The fact that there are synergies between commercial banking
and investment banking implies that banks' competitive positions
would be improved relative to investment banks by relaxing fire-
walls. But that is not to say that banks will be better off because
of their access to deposit insurance, per se. So long as Sections 23A
and 23B limit the mixing of risks between banks and nonbank
affiliates (or subsidiaries) there is little potential for abuse of de-
posit insurance, even if deposit insurance were subsidized, and
thus the presence of deposit insurance cannot provide a competitive
advantage.
Q.5. If the firewalls are modified what other protections exist in
statute and regulation that will serve as a substitute?
A.5. The Fed's "Review of Restrictions in the Board's Section 20
Orders" (January 9, 1997) reviews a large range of remaining safe-
guards, including capital requirements, Sections 23A and 23B re-
strictions, SEC regulations, and other laws and regulations. I agree
with the Fed's view that these remaining safeguards are adequate.
Q.6. Please offer general comments on other recent modifications
made by the Board to Section 20 activities, including the raising
of the cap from 10 percent to 25 percent and the easing of cross-
marketing restrictions.
A.6. I am in favor of both. Obviously, synergies will be larger if the
volume of equity underwriting is larger, since this is one of the
most important sources of the gains discussed above. I would be in
favor of eliminating the revenue cap altogether. With respect to
cross-marketing, it is important to note that banking is a "relation-
ship-based," not a "product-based" business. Cross-marketing is es-
sential to the logic of the efficiency gains from universal banking.
Recent research has argued against the view that dishonest behav-
ior would result from permitting cross-marketing.
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